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Cyber security meets security politics: Complex
technology, fragmented politics, and networked
science
Myriam Dunn Cavelty and Andreas Wenger

Center for Security Studies, ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland

ABSTRACT
In the last decade, cyber incidents have become more expensive, more
disruptive, and in many cases more political, with a new body of theoretically
informed research emerging in parallel. This article provides the intellectual
history to situate this literature in its broader evolutionary context. After
identifying and discussing six drivers from the fields of technology, politics,
and science that have been influential in the evolution of cyber security
politics and how it is studied, we describe three historically contingent
clusters of research. Using the same driving factors to look into the future of
research on cyber security politics, we conclude that it is a vibrant and diverse
biotope that is benefitting from its interdisciplinarity, its relevance for policy,
and its cognizance of the interplay between technological possibilities and
political choices of state actors.

KEYWORDS Cyber security; cyber conflict; international security; sociology of knowledge; security
studies

Societies in many parts of the world rely on the uninterrupted operation of
digital technologies for the delivery of essential services. This dependency
has brought forth new security concerns. In the past decade, cyber incidents
such as Stuxnet (Baezner & Robin, 2017a), WannaCry, and NotPetya
(Baezner, 2018a), or the interference in the American elections (Baezner &
Robin, 2017b) have given the impression that cyber attacks are becoming
more targeted, more expensive, more disruptive, and in many cases more pol-
itical and strategic. As a result, cyber incidents, understood as disruptions of
the routine operations of digital technologies, have come to hold a prominent
position in national and international security policy, with state actors trying
to find adequate answers to counter the new threat.
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In 2006, Eriksson and Giacomello stated that the discipline of international
relations (IR) was struggling to apply its varied theoretical toolbox to the topic
of cyber security, therein detecting “great difficulties for theoretical adaptation
and application in analyses of the complexities of the emerging new digital
world” (p. 236). This observation no longer holds true. Due to interlinked
changes occurring in the fields of technology, politics, and science, research
that applies international relations or security studies theory to different
facets of the phenomenon is no longer as rare, inviting us to look at this emer-
gent body of research in depth at this point in time (for a similar undertaking
see Deibert, 2017a, 2017b).

This special issue displays the latest wave of cyber security politics research.
The articles position themselves mostly in a post-positivist research tradition
and use a set of different theories and conceptual frameworks to analyze the
current state of cyber security in politics. Some articles examine the contested
nature of public attributions of cyber incidents, the norm-setting day-to-day
behavior of intelligence agencies, and discuss the consequences for govern-
ments and governance. Another group of articles explores the knowledge-
shaping practices of IT-security companies, the co-production of risks and
vulnerabilities by technology and experts, and aim at better understanding
the role of firms and experts in strategic state interactions.

In this introductory article, we provide the intellectual history to situate the
literature in its broader evolutionary context. In a first part, inspired by Buzan
and Hansen’s framework from their “The Evolution of International Security
Studies” (2009), we discuss six drivers that have been influential in the evol-
ution of (Western) cyber security politics and how it is studied. In a second
part, we identify three clusters of research. In each of them, we highlight
the interplay between technological possibilities and political choices of
state actors in combination with scientific factors. The focus on “the state”
is appropriate and necessary, because security politics is inevitably tied to
questions of authority and power. That said, the state is not the only impor-
tant actor in this space–rather, it is at the intersection between state and non-
state actors, nationally and internationally, that the specificities of cyber secur-
ity politics emerge.

In the conclusion, we use these same drivers to look into the possible future
of cyber security politics research. We claim that it should not be conceptu-
alized as a sub-field of anything, so that inquiry is not overly restricted by
the disciplining power of disciplines. Cyber security transcends levels of
analysis, necessitates considerable interdisciplinary knowledge, and will be
shaped by the availability of new data and methods. Its relevance for
society is likely to become even bigger in the future, with new digital technol-
ogies expanding the spatial boundaries of cyberspace and with new complex
issues emerging. Scientific knowledge of both the problem-solving and the
reflexive kind is crucial to understand what politics these technologies will
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have and how they will be linked to broader socio-economic changes affecting
the society, the economy, and the state in the future.

Factors driving the evolution of cyber security politics research

Mapping a body of research is no trivial and certainly no purely objective
undertaking. In order to simplify and abstract, a series of choices have to
be made about what to include and what to exclude. As critical cartographers
know, “[m]apping is epistemological but also deeply ontological – it is both a
way of thinking about the world, offering a framework for knowledge, and a
set of assertions about the world itself” (Kitchin, Perkins, & Dodge, 2009, p. 1).
First, we hone in on “cyber security politics,” highlighting two areas that help
to structure the debate. What we aim for in these pages is an understanding of
cyber security politics that is flexible enough to deal with the dynamics of the
phenomenon, yet precise enough to demarcate the research focus sufficiently
to be of use. Second, and loosely following Buzan and Hansen (2009), we
identify six driving forces that explain the dynamic co-evolution of cyber
security politics and the academic engagement with it. These factors help us
to understand what researchers choose to write about, what subjects and
issues they define as the main cyber security problem(s) and which ontologies,
epistemologies, and methods carry legitimacy (Buzan & Hansen, 2009,
pp. 39–40).

Staking out cyber security politics

What is “cyber security” and how is it related to security politics? Far from
allowing a straightforward answer, this question lies at the heart of the politi-
cal and academic debates about the issue. First, cyber security is a relatively
new term for a set of older practices around the security of computer networks
(Von Solms & Van Niekerk, 2013). Second, definitions for the term are con-
tested, exemplified by the refusal of some state actors to agree on a common
vocabulary (Giles & Hagestad, 2013). Third, the meaning of the term is chan-
ging across time. Not so long ago, a limited circle of experts discussed cyber
security primarily as a technical risk management issue in critical information
infrastructure protection. Now the highest government circles deal with cyber
security as a key challenge of national security (Dewar, 2018). Fourth, parallel
to the advancing digitalization of ever more aspects of the economy, society,
and politics, cyber security concerns are expanding to additional policy
domains (Dunn Cavelty & Egloff, 2019). In sum, cyber security is at the
same time moving upwards in the political agenda and expanding sideways
as a problem area to a multitude of additional policy domains.

Simple and static definitions are not well suited to deal with constantly
changing contexts. However, if we look down on the conceptual space from
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a sufficient height, we notice that cyber security politics’ common ground is
characterized by two main factors: First, by digital technologies, specifically
their use and misuse by human actors in economic, social, and political con-
texts; and second, by enduring and often highly conflictual negotiation pro-
cesses in formal and informal settings between the state and its
bureaucracies, society, and the private sector, geared towards defining roles,
responsibilities, legal boundaries and acceptable rules of behavior.1

The first dimension is tied to the use of a set of distinct digital technologies
and how these technologies are linked to broader conceptions of socio-econ-
omic changes (Papp, Alberts, & Tuyahov, 1997). The marriage of computers
and telecommunications, the integration of these technologies into a global
multimedia system, and their worldwide inexpensive availability is the
bedrock for heralding multiple, rapid and consequential transformations in
production, management, societal interaction, and governance (Schwab,
2018) though it remains to be seen just how revolutionary these changes will
really be. The most pertinent questions in cyber security politics with regard
to digital technologies are what their characteristics are, what actions they
make possible and which ones they restrain, but also who develops them in
what ways and why and who has the power to shape their use and misuse.

The second dimension is tied to the role of states and their engagement
with other actors nationally and internationally. “Security” in cyber security
politics can be read in two ways: As cyber security politics (the security politi-
cal aspects of the issue) or as cyber security politics (the politics engaging with
questions of cyber security more broadly). This ambiguity is deliberate
because we consider the question of what type of politics emerges under
what kind of rules and with what kind of boundaries to be crucial. From a
theoretical point of view, the question of how much politics there is or
should be in security–and how much security in politics–allows us to link
research in cyber security to debates in security studies (Hagmann, Hege-
mann, & Neal, 2019). Importantly, the state has different roles in cyber secur-
ity, ranging from security guarantor, legislator and regulator, to threat actor
and danger to society and other states (Dunn Cavelty & Egloff, 2019).
Hence, cyber security politics are defined by national and international nego-
tiation processes about the boundaries of the responsibilities of state, econ-
omic, and societal actors and the agreement or disagreement over the
means these actors use. This second dimension includes the projection of
power by certain actors, like the control over populations and information
flows, and the push-back against it as well.

Six driving factors

In their intellectual history of international security studies, Buzan and
Hansen develop a framework of five interrelated factors (2009, pp. 39–
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100)–great power politics, technology, key events, academic debates, and
institutionalization–that drove the evolution of the field. For cyber security
politics, we propose a slightly different framework, purporting that changes
in research are linked to changes in the empirical phenomenon, whereby
these changes can go both ways: A research phenomenon often influences
directions of research, but research also illuminates aspects of the phenom-
enon that have gone unnoticed before.

We focus on the interrelationship between technology and the world of
policy and state practice–on what political actors say they are doing and on
what they are doing in the field of cyber security as a political issue, both
nationally and internationally, often in relation to other actors–and on the
different ways to observe this interrelationship (Figure 1). The intellectual
history of cyber security politics is thus shaped by the interplay of three
broad spheres: Technology, Politics, and Science.2 Technological dynamics
interact with social and political dynamics. Technological possibilities and
constraints influence socio-economic processes. In turn, political
preferences and contexts shape the evolution of digital technologies. This
also applies fundamentally to the actors developing these technologies and
to the dynamic interplay of cyber security markets and cyber security politics.

Within each of the three spheres, we identify two main drivers. In
different combinations during different times, these six factors stimulate
or dissuade scholars from picking up specific research questions. A
summary can be seen in Table 1, with a more detailed description in
what follows.

Figure 1. Six factors driving cyber security politics.
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Technology as a driver
It seems like an obvious choice to include “technology” as a category, since the
issue of cyber security is linked to the development and use of cyberspace, a tech-
nological environment entirely built by humans. Yet scholars have rightly
pointed out that the vision of one unique cyberspace is itself based on a social
construction (Bingham, 1996; Graham, 1998). Indeed, the conception of what
cyberspace is andwhat can be done with it has changed considerably throughout
its history, highlighting theneed forhistorically contingent understandings of the
development and use of technologies. However, a core characteristic of IR scho-
larship’s dealing with digital technology is “technological determinism”
(Herrera, 2003). The majority of IR approaches chooses to deal with technology
as an exogenous variable (McCarthy, 2018, p. 4), seeing technologies as amaterial
objects or power resources that drive social changeor as neutral tools that acquire
meaning only through their use (Leese & Hoijtink, 2019).

In contrast, we understand technologies as embodiments of societal knowl-
edge in the tradition of science and technology studies (STS), as sites where
power relations canbe seen in operationandwhere the shaping andcoordination
of the behavior of social and political actors happens (Behrent, 2013, p. 57).
During the design stage of technologies, the intentions, norms, and values of
their developers find their way into the artefacts, while existing power structures
influence the desirability of specific aspects or forms of technology. Once tech-
nologies diffuse, they are often given particular meanings and acquire purposes
other than the one initially intended by their developers (Matthewman, 2011),
but always within certain inescapable material bounds (see also Fischerkeller &
Harknett, 2018). For example: A pen can be used for writing, but it can also be
used to stab someone. It can, however, not be used to make phone calls.

Table 1. Summary of driving factors.
Spheres Driving Factors Description

Technology Development and Use of
Digital Technologies

Technologies are shaped by political ideas and power
structures and shape the possibilities of political action
in turn

Key Events (cyber-related) Events outside the cyber realm with influence on cyber
security politics and events from the cyber realm in the
form of cyber incidents

Politics International (Power) Politics Belief in new sources of power (“cyber power”) and
patterns of cooperation and conflict between great
powers

Domestic Politics Potentially conflictual negotiation processes about roles
and responsibilities for state institutions, economy, and
society (nationally and internationally)

Science Academic Debates Broader ontological and epistemological trends that
shape the discipline of International Relations and
Security Studies

Institutionalization Opportunities and constraints for researchers in the form
of positions, funding, publication outlets, and research
networks
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That digital technologies “have politics” is hardly a contested statement
(Deibert, 2003, 2013; DeNardis, 2014; Mueller, 2010; Price, 2018). Design
decisions made by engineers in the late 1960s have implications until today,
especially for security. From the early prototype phase as ARPANET (1967-
1972) to the gradual development into “the Internet” (1973-1983), technologi-
cal protocols that define how data is exchanged were written in an egalitarian
spirit (Naughton, 2016). The decision to have a system with minimal rules
that had no central power and no censor was deliberate and based on philo-
sophical and political beliefs of the technical community (Berners-Lee, 1999).
Cyber security as we understand it today became an issue only gradually,
when the system architecture changed from large proprietary machines
with little connection to “smaller and far more open systems (not built with
security in mind) coupled with the rise of networking” (Libicki, 2000), yet
still ran on the same basic protocols.

The perception that cyberspace is creating and perpetuating insecurity
with potentially catastrophic consequences is shaped by different key
events linked to the technological sphere as a second important driving
factor. In line with what we noted above, these events are not understood
as causal forces that unidirectionally influence politics or science (cf.
Buzan & Hansen, 2009, p. 54ff.) but rather as interrelated catalyzers. The
category consists of events outside the cyber realm with influence on
cyber security politics (examples include 9/11, the Snowden revelations,
or the Arab Spring), and cyber incidents themselves. In its most basic
form, a cyber incident is a disruption that challenges the normal operation
of digital technologies. Undesired change inside machines create technical
effects. Yet these technical effects alone are not sufficient to explain the sal-
ience of cyber security in politics. Between the initial effect in the machine
and the political effect lies a knowledge production process that creates an
incident embedded in a specific social context. A technical effect needs to be
discursively linked to something with sufficient social or political value to
become security politically relevant–which also explains why only some
cyber incidents reach that stage while others do not (Balzacq & Dunn
Cavelty, 2016).

Such moments of disruption highlight previously hidden characteristics of
socio-technical artifacts, opening up opportunities for the study of new
aspects of the phenomena that were not easily observable before or did not
seem important (Best & Walters, 2013, p. 346; Latour, 1999). Incidents are
also linked to another fundamental issue in the study of cyber security: the
availability of data. Our current knowledge about cyber security relies
heavily on data from commercial threat reporting and news reports. Yet
this data provides a partial and biased view of cyber threat activity, because
it is often politicized and influenced by the demands of powerful buyers
and the interests of capable providers (Lindsay, 2017).

CONTEMPORARY SECURITY POLICY 7



Politics as a driver
The discipline of IR is mainly interested in patterns of cooperation and
conflict among states and how these patterns relate to shifts in the distribution
and character of power in the international system: international power poli-
tics. As the issue of cyber security gained in importance in state interactions,
experts and policy makers pondered whether digital technologies gave rise to
a “new” type of power and how this power source would influence the existing
power distribution in the system (Nye, 2011). Given that IR began as an
“American discipline, was focused on American security and written by
Americans” (Buzan & Hansen, 2009, p. 51), the debate about the security
implications arising from the spread of information technologies also origi-
nated in America, with a series of implications for how the subject was
studied. Though definitions vary, cyber power is understood as the use of
resources related to cyberspace to achieve specific (political) ends inside
and outside of cyberspace (cf. Nye, 2010, p. 3). In the contemporary U.S.
setting, a discourse of simultaneous empowerment and disempowerment
characterized the conceptual debate from the beginning. While the techno-
logical realm carried the promise of wielding a new sort of power, it high-
lighted new dependencies and vulnerabilities at the same time (Rattray, 2001).

Apart from giving the digital domain a particular weight in the broader
questions that IR scholars are interested in, we also need to consider how
international politics influence the use of these technologies. Given the inter-
connection between technology and politics, we can expect the overall state of
world politics to have a noticeable influence on the forms of use/misuse of
these technologies. Buzan and Hansen call this larger context “patterns of
enmity and amity between great powers” (2009, p. 52). This highlights ques-
tions of cooperation and conflict, about the formation of alliances and the
maintenance of strategic stability, about the proliferation and control of
dual-use technologies, but also about the efforts of states to come to inter-
national agreements in the form of norms and institutions.

In our conception of politics, the international dimension is just one aspect
of a broader set of political interactions. Cyber security is not only about
enmity and amity and the potential for war and peace. In fact, it is not very
often about situations of great urgency, but more often about “normal” dom-
estic politics. Like many other complex policy issues, cyber security is cutting
across different areas of responsibility, requiring coordination and
cooperation between a wide variety of public actors at different levels of gov-
ernment, but also actors from business and society When government tasks
and authority are delegated downwards (localization), upwards (supranatio-
nalization), or sideways (privatization) (Krahmann, 2003), governance in net-
works becomes important. Under such conditions, governments no longer
simply issue instructions and monitor their implementation, but seek to
shape the framework conditions so that cooperation operates as smoothly
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as possible even without constant oversight (Peters & Pierre, 1998; Salamon,
2002), coming with a set of challenges for state-society relationships.

Science as a driver
The last two factors are situated in the realm of science that is understood here
as a collective term for “academic work,” “intellectual labor,” or “knowledge
production.” Like Buzan and Hansen (2009, pp. 57-65), we focus on academic
debates and on institutionalization. This introduces an element of internal
conflict into our intellectual history, because even if academics would agree
on the key events or issues that need to be studied, how they would study it
would still differ widely. As a case in point, cyber security politics research
is no subfield of anything–it is characterized and united by the engagement
with a multifaceted and dynamic phenomena, but the disciplinary approaches
used, the ontological and epistemological choices, vary greatly.

Debates about ontology, epistemology, and methodology are at the heart of
some of the most fruitful key debates in security studies, but at the same time
they divide the discipline. The biggest cleft exists between problem-solving
theories and critical theories: the former do not explicitly question the prevail-
ing social and power relationships, while the latter problematize these very
relationships by analyzing their origins and their evolution (Cox, 1986).
Which of these two approaches is favored in certain research settings
however depends on many different factors (Bourbeau, Balzacq, & Dunn
Cavelty, 2015). Building on decades of IR scholarship, traditional approaches
have seen incremental theoretical innovation since the end of the Cold War.
By contrast, critical approaches have gone through a phase of rich theory
development and are only slowly becoming ripe for empirical work based
on critical methods (Aradau, Huysmans, Neal, & Voelkner, 2014). The key
focus of interest has been the analysis of the (social) power relations that
underpin security policies in liberal states, highlighting security as a powerful
political technology for social (and political) control (Dillon & Reid, 2009); as
a collection of discourses that serve to empower and reproduce hierarchies
(Shepherd, 2008); or as routinized and patterned practices carried out by
bureaucrats and security professionals (Bigo, 2002). These overall research
trends have an important impact on cyber security politics research, since
the topic has been picked up by all approaches, leading to distinct takes on
what cyber security politics is and how it should be studied.

The second important driver is related, but different. Academic debates do
not unfold in a vacuum–there are economic and structural factors that shape
research in all fields of science. Of importance are organizational structures,
academic positions, Ph.D. programs, funding possibilities, and the ability to
disseminate knowledge, for example through specialized journals (Buzan &
Hansen, 2009, pp. 60–61). The status and availability of security scholars to
comment on particular issues and the demand for certain types of knowledge
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also need to be considered. When “new issues” arise, there usually is a high
demand for problem-solving, actionable knowledge. Consequently, we often
see that policy-relevant knowledge, produced in think tanks, comes first
and only then turns into an “academic specialty” (Waever, 2010, p. 652).
As an indicator for how “new” the focus on cyber security politics still is,
we have only very recently seen the establishment of specialized journals
such as the Journal of Cybersecurity (Oxford University Press, established in
2015) or the Journal of Cyber Policy (Taylor & Francis, established 2016).
Dedicated places for doctoral trainings such as the Centre for Doctoral Train-
ing in Cyber Security at the University of Oxford, the Centre for Doctoral
Training in Cyber Security at the University College London, or the
CISPA-Stanford Center for Cybersecurity are still few in number.

Cyber security politics research: Empirical trends and topical
clusters

In the second part of the article, we outline the evolution of cyber security as a
security political issue and its dominant reflections in science. First, there are
trends discernible in the spheres of technology, politics, and science that
shaped the emergence of today’s state of the art in cyber security politics
research. These processes unfold over time and “change the knowledge,
understanding and consciousness that support existing practices” (Buzan &
Hansen, 2009, p. 55), getting us to the current point in the history of cyber
security politics. Second, we move on to identify three current research clus-
ters that emerged next to each other as distinct ways of looking at the subject
area.

Trends in cyber security politics

Today, cyber security is increasingly discussed at the level of international
politics and, both as a stimulus and a consequence, integrated into the
dynamics of (great) power competition and cooperation. Three develop-
ments in cyber conflict stand out, signifying how digital technologies are
used in political contexts and how the link to state actors is made: First,
attention is shifting from theoretical “doomsday” cyber attack scenarios
towards the reality of persistent (low-level) cyber operations in different
types of conflict settings. Second, attention has partially shifted to targeted
cyber attacks. Third, and as a corollary of growing unease about the desta-
bilizing role of cyber operations, state and non-state actors are more actively
searching for ways to control the risk of escalation and conflict through
different means. At the same time, they are redoubling their efforts to ascer-
tain their respective roles and responsibilities at the domestic and bureau-
cratic level.
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From critical infrastructures and theoretical doomsday…
From the very beginning the two strategic key concerns in thinking about
cyberspace and conflict were the low entry costs for disruptive cyber
“weapons” and the high vulnerability of critical infrastructures, which are
dependent on digital technologies for a variety of functions. This dependency
(and inter-dependency) elevated cyber security from low politics to high poli-
tics and turned a primarily technical issue into an issue of national and inter-
national security politics (Dunn Cavelty, 2008).

These early conceptions of cyber doom were linked to two ways of dis-
cussing cyberspace’s effect on power. The first was driven by utopian visions
of a cosmopolitan society, which was emancipated thanks to the democra-
tizing effects of the new technologies (Barlow, 1996). The (technologically
deterministic) belief was that control over knowledge, beliefs, and ideas
would complement the control over more tangible resources such as mili-
tary forces, raw materials, and productive capacities (Rothkopf, 1998), for
some even topping them in importance (Rosecrance, 1999). As a conse-
quence, many observers anticipated not only a redistribution of power
relationships at the expense of the traditional state actors, but also funda-
mental changes in the nature of power (cf. Alberts & Papp, 1997;
Keohane & Nye, 1998; Rosenau, 1998).

In second debate, military strategists in the United States (but also in
Russia and in China) started to think about the importance of networked
computers for war fighting (Berkowitz, 2003). During the 1990s, militaries
began to treat cyberspace as “domain of warfare” in theory and practice
(Arquilla & Ronfeldt, 1997). By 2011, the Pentagon had officially added
cyberspace as the so-called “fifth” domain of warfare, next to land, sea,
air, and space. From early on, this particular debate was characterized by
the double-edged sword perspective mentioned already: strategists saw
great opportunities for winning wars through technology-aided “infor-
mation dominance,” but at the same time they anticipated growing secur-
ity-relevant vulnerabilities due to increasing dependencies on computers
(Rattray, 2001).

This notion of growing vulnerabilities as a consequence of ever tighter
interconnectedness was expanded from military networks to the whole
society in the second half of the 1990s through a link to “critical infrastruc-
tures” as the backbone of modern societies (Dunn Cavelty & Kristensen,
2008). The political importance of digital technologies reflected a growing
awareness that information infrastructures support and enable crucial services
for the functioning of the economy, the government, the military, and society
overall. As a result, the biggest threat discussed in strategic circles for years,
sometimes under the buzzword “Electronic Pearl Harbor” (Schwartau,
1994), was a destructive cyber attack out of the blue that would bring the
United States to its knees within seconds.
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… To the empirical reality of persistent cyber operations across the
conflict spectrum
Over time, experts began to shift their attention to the reality of persistent cyber
operations across the conflict spectrum. On the one hand, strategic cyber war or
cyber terrorism–understood as stand-alone, out-of-the-blue cyber-attacks
against critical infrastructures–failed to make the expected appearance while
on the other hand, political and strategic implications of low-level cyber
conflict became more relevant to international affairs. Mounting evidence
suggested that it was becoming routine for state and non-state actors to try
and influence the larger information sphere before and during political disputes
or conflicts, sometimes coupledwithmildly disruptive attacks (Baezner, 2018b).

At the same time, and on the opposite end of the capabilities’ spectrum, the
phenomenon of computer network attack campaigns gained more wide-
spread attention, starting with GhostNet in 2009 and later, the discovery of
Stuxnet in 2010 (Deibert & Rohozinski, 2009; Farwell & Rohozinski, 2011).
These campaigns are stealthy and continuous cyber operations targeting a
specific entity’s information or functionality. The growing empirical relevance
of such attacks reflects two interconnected trends: on the one hand, cyber
crime markets were increasingly professionalized; on the other hand, covert
state involvement seemed to become the new normal in the context of such
attacks–an empirical reality that abruptly gained international visibility in
the context of the Snowden leaks (see Georgieva, 2019; also Maurer, 2017).

These two trends–the normalization of low-level cyber conflict and the
increase of cyber campaigns linked to covert state involvement–demonstrate
that the tools for and use of cyber operations for political purposes have
matured considerably (Dunn Cavelty, 2015). The overall perception in
many strategic circles is that the problem has gotten worse both in quantity
as well as quality–an insight that is supported by threat intelligence reports
from private companies. Some experts regard the build-up of cyber capabili-
ties by state actors as part of a cyber arms race–although it may as well be con-
ceptualized as a competition that plays out primarily in the field of espionage
and intelligence (see Georgieva, 2019). The uncertainty about the intentions
of other states and the practical inability to know whether such capabilities
are used for offense or defense drive a classical security-dilemma, increasing
the incentives of intelligence agencies and military cyber commands to
build up (offensive) capabilities (Buchanan, 2016).

Reactions: Cyber grand strategy, cyber norms, and an increase in
repression
In the context of an increasing sense of insecurity, political actors have re-doubled
their efforts to control the risk of escalation and conflict. Two types of mechan-
isms aimed at upholding strategic stability have become visible over the past
years: The first concerns the establishment of norms for good behavior in
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cyberspace, including transparency and confidence building measures and dis-
cussions about how the international rules of war apply to cyber conflict (Hitch-
ens & Gallagher, 2019; Sabbah, 2018). Since state-led endeavors have been
crippled by opposing ideological standpoints, mutual distrust and diverging
interests, a fair number of corporate as well as non-governmental entities have
started to get involved. The second is an attempt to adapt the concept of deter-
rence tocyberspace, integrating insight fromcriminological conceptions of deter-
rence and shifting emphasis from deterrence by punishment to deterrence by
denial (Libicki, 2009). An important precondition for upholding the credibility
of both cyber norms and cyber deterrence is the (sometimes public) attribution
of cyber incidents to a politically responsible actor (Egloff &Wenger, 2019).

Such political action is only possible if states begin to understand cyber
security politics as part of their “grand strategy,” meaning if they deploy all
the resources of a nation state–economic, military, diplomatic, social, and
informational–in both peacetime and wartime to ensure that state, society
and economy remain secure. Most states still struggle to integrate national
and international cyber security policy and practice into their broader
national and international security political frameworks (Weber, 2018).
This includes the transition from viewing cyber security as a technical issue
to tackling it as a (security) political task. The coordination and integration
of all existing sectoral policies–which often operate in silos–into one coherent,
interconnected and streamlined framework or grand strategy remains a chal-
lenge for all types of political institutions. The heterogeneity of actors that
need to cooperate–at the vertical level (national, regional, local) and the hori-
zontal level (civilian and military; public and private)–to uphold cyber secur-
ity creates additional coordination and cooperation problems. On the
downside, the easy availability of offensive cyber capabilities provide states
with additional means for controlling citizens, both domestically and
abroad, as demonstrated by the rise of offensive mandates and the growth
of the market for surveillance and spyware tools as services (Deibert, 2013).

Clusters of research on cyber security politics

We did not choose how the authors in this special issue conceptualize technol-
ogy in relation to politics. However, the influence of different research traditions
is discernible in how cyber security is approached. Following the division
between problem solving theories and reflective theories, cyber security is
either viewed as something that is objectivelymeasurable and that can therefore
be isolated as an independent or dependent variable, or alternatively as a dis-
course or practice, something whose political Gestalt is not objectively given,
but is socially constructed. Based on the account of trends in cyber security poli-
tics above, we suggest three current research clusters. They do not happen con-
secutively, but have temporal overlaps and other interconnections.
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Cluster 1: The reality of cyber conflict: Explaining state restraint and
practices
In the beginning of this intellectual history, political aspects of cyber security
were discussed almost exclusively in publications originating in U.S. think
tanks and war colleges (for example: Arquilla & Ronfeldt, 1992). This litera-
ture had little ambition to contribute to an academic debate. The two main
questions it tackled were “who (or what) is the biggest danger for an increas-
ingly networked nation/society/military/business environment” and “how to
best counter the new and evolving threat.”

The first cluster is characterized by a reevaluation of the threat based on
empirical evidence and a gradual application and adaption of “old” IR and
strategic studies concepts to cyber security (Kello, 2013). Two cyber inci-
dents–the discovery of Stuxnet in 2010 and later the Snowden disclosures
in 2013–were instrumental in shifting the focus of both policymakers and
researchers from the threat politics of “what if”-scenarios that had dominated
the 1990s and early 2000s to the reality of the strategic use of cyberspace by
state actors. In this new context, literature in IR and strategic studies could
be used to examine how state actors use cyber instruments for their political
or military advantage and analyze their impact on national and international
security (Borghard & Lonergan, 2017; Kello, 2017; Maness & Valeriano,
2016). A strong disciplinary “pull” is visible in how early works zoomed in
on an alleged offensive advantage in cyberspace due to the ubiquity of techni-
cal vulnerabilities (Peterson, 2013), grappled with the problem of escalation
dynamics in cyberspace (Liff, 2012), and asked how deterrence might be
adapted in order to uphold stability in cyberspace (Wilner, 2019).

As researchers began to build data sets of cyber operations (Kostyuk &
Zhukov, 2019; Valeriano & Maness, 2014) to link cyber issues to the
larger agenda of conflict studies, an empirical puzzle emerged that chal-
lenged many of the theoretical tenets and standards assumptions of the
older literature. Most cyber operations did not seem escalatory, nor were
they determined by power asymmetries or changed the existing strategic
balance. Overall, states seemed to exercise a fair amount of restraint in
cyberspace (Gartzke, 2013; Gartzke & Lindsay, 2015; Valeriano & Maness,
2015). At the same time, however, a lot of cyber operations linked to
state rivalries occurred, though as mere add-ons to existing conflict
dynamics and not independent of a broad range of other foreign policy
instruments (Betz & Stevens, 2011).

Reacting to this puzzle, the literature in this cluster has begun to move in
two directions: First, and comparable to the evolution of the strategic studies
literature during the nuclear age, some authors have started to integrate
additional non-systemic explanatory factors into their analyses of cyber
conflict. While some explore the role of beliefs and cognitive biases in cyber
policy decision making (Gomez, 2019), others zoom in on the destabilizing
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role of bureaucratic politics and other deficiency of the policy process
especially in crisis decision making. Second, and more consequentially,
many authors acknowledge that the emerging empirical picture reflects the
structural feature of cyberspace as an operating environment, which is
marked by a high degree of technical interconnectedness and constant politi-
cal contestation (Fischerkeller & Harknett, 2018; Smeets, 2018). Taking this
into account, operating strategically in cyberspace seems to be more techni-
cally and organizationally demanding than the “cheap and easy”-metaphor
suggests, while at the same time offering little enduring strategic gains in
the sense of changing a rival’s political goals (Lewis, 2018; Slayton, 2017).

From a theoretical point of view, the literature is trying to make sense of the
puzzling co-existence of strategic restraint of states in cyber conflict and con-
stant low-level cyber operations (Gartzke & Lindsay, 2016). First, some
authors acknowledge that the technical and structural characteristics of cyber-
space fundamentally challenge some of IR’s core concepts–power, sover-
eignty, territoriality–so that they lose traction for explaining state behavior
(Fischerkeller, 2018). Yet the literature offers little theoretical innovation so
far to understand and explain why in cyberspace, the power to subvert
seems to trumpet both the power to coerce and the power to attract.
Second, in order to analytically sort out the difference between mutually
acceptable espionage in support of strategic stability and inacceptable political
meddling in the internal affairs of another state, researcher need to move
more thoroughly inside and beyond the state.

Cluster 2: Moving inside and beyond the state
The coming together of strategic restraint and stability at the high end of
conflict and permanent subversion and instability at the low end of conflict
has more recently been addressed by a second cluster of research that
focuses on the role of actors inside the state–like intelligence agencies–and
beyond the state–like cybersecurity firms. Part of the problem in understand-
ing state behavior in cyberspace is due to the opaqueness of cyber operations
and the limited visibility and ambiguity of many of the involved actors. Little
is known about the mechanisms that link the socio-technical aspects of cyber-
security to the socio-political dynamics of cyber security politics. Three par-
tially overlapping approaches–linked to markets, norms, and governance–
have emerged that all reflect a realization that the development of digital tech-
nologies is only partially influenced by states and political considerations.

The first approach attempts to understand the political dynamics of cyber
conflict by linking them to cyber market dynamics, applying insights from
economic and organizational studies as well as from international political
economy. There is a growing interest in cyber security companies, particularly
in understanding how they influence state policy and practice at the national
and international level. The companies have become important actors in
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publicly attributing cyber operations to specific perpetrators, sometimes even
to states (Rid & Buchanan, 2015). While they have a financial interest in
demonstrating their analytical capabilities, they also have sound motives–
linked to trade secrets and confidentiality agreements–not to provide
insight in all their data and tools (Egloff, 2019; Egloff &Wenger, 2019). More-
over, they sell their services to governments, organizations, and individuals,
regardless of the fact that protecting one customer might weaken another,
in effect primarily shedding light on those cyber incidents that affect the
wealthy and the powerful.

A second approach focuses on why cyber norms emerge only slowly, build-
ing on the existing IR norms literature (Finnemore & Hollis, 2016). Early
works in this area focused on the debate among states, especially at the
United Nations, followed by a growing number of proposal from the
private and the civil sector (Hurwitz, 2014). However, cyber norms remain
contested at the international level (Grisby, 2017). More recently, the interest
of researchers shifted to the role of the creators (mostly private entities) and
exploiters (sub-, semi-, and non-state actors) of digital technologies in shaping
the behavioral standards that new regulation needs to take into account
(Hurel & Lobato, 2018). States need to know how their intelligence services
work in cyberspace, because through their tools and practices they set practi-
cal norms of acceptable (cyber) espionage with far-reaching effects on state
behavior in cyberspace (Georgieva, 2019). The focus on the role of intelligence
agencies in cyber conflict–as both the biggest threat and the most capable pro-
vider of safety–opens up interesting questions linked to the larger transform-
ation of these agencies in the context of the digitization of society. Some
authors argue that cyber conflict is primarily an intelligence game, because
setting up cyber exploitation is much more expensive than countering
released exploitation, which increases the incentive to keep the target at risk
(Lindsay, 2017).

A third approach explores the broader repercussion of cyber conflict
dynamics for government and governance. The concept of networked govern-
ance seems especially apt at capturing the essence of cyberspace as co-consti-
tuted by technical devices and networks and socio-political institutions
(Hofmann, 2016). The key governance challenge in cyberspace is fragmenta-
tion of authority and accountability. A case in point is the lack in public trans-
parency and trusted knowledge about the perpetrators behind most cyber
incidents. Although the number of public attributions of cyber incidents by
states and threat intelligence firms has been on the rise, both types of actors
have political and economic reasons not to fully disclose their evidence
(Egloff, 2019). As a consequence, attribution claims remain contested in the
public domain, undermining the legitimacy of state action–from insurance
matters and criminal proceedings to mechanism of international cooperation
and potentially escalation control.
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Cluster 3: Securitization, practice, and assemblages
Looking back at the beginnings of the cyber threat story, the policy debate was
riddled with cyber-doom scenarios and constant attempts to mobilize in the
political process. As a reaction to what was considered a “hype,” some scholars
started to get interested in why and how this issue was presented the way it
was and with what consequences. Early work to analyze the issues surround-
ing the politics of Internet from IR and critical security studies perspectives
emerged at the end of the 1990s (Deibert, 2002; Eriksson, 2001; Saco,
1999). A bit later, there was a concentrated effort to apply variations of secur-
itization theory to the issue of cyber security politics (cf. Dunn Cavelty, 2008;
Hansen & Nissenbaum, 2009; Lawson, 2013). Securitization signifies the rep-
resentation of a fact, a person, or a development as a danger for the military,
political, economic, ecological, and/or social security of a political collective
and the acceptance of this representation by the respective political addressee
(Buzan, Waever, & De Wilde, 1998). The successful securitization of a topic
justifies the use of all available means to counter it–including those outside
the normal political rules of the game.

Following the theory, the prime questions this literature engaged with were
related to the object of security, to what or whom was considered the main
threat, and to what policy responses flowed from these threat constructions
(Deibert & Rohozinski, 2010). Given its theoretical underpinnings, the
Copenhagen School focuses mainly on official statements by heads of state,
high-ranking officials or heads of international institutions (Hansen, 2006,
p. 64). What a focus on elite speech acts ignores, however, is how these dis-
cursive practices are facilitated or prepared by practices of actors that are
not so easily visible. The social competition for the definition of reality is
not only held in the open political arena. There are always state and non-
state actors “under the radar”–that is, specialized bureaucratic units, consult-
ants or other experts–which have the capacity to establish “the truth” about
certain threats, thus pre-structuring the discursive field in relevant ways
(Huysmans, 2006, p. 72).

Cyber security, so the common assumption, arises from the interaction of
technologies, processes, and everyday practices. Thus, the literature pays par-
ticular attention to how a variety of actors uses different representations of
danger to create or change different political, private, social, and commercial
understandings of security in selected public spheres. In addition, it gives
more weight to material aspects of the issue in the tradition of STS
(Balzacq & Dunn Cavelty, 2016; Collier, 2018; Shires, 2018; Stevens, 2016),
looking at the co-constitution of technology and politics. In particular, it
recognizes that the political reading of cyber security cannot be divorced
from particular knowledge practices in different communities.

As the most recent research focus to emerge, literature in this cluster covers
a variety of topics, united by a focus on understanding how cyber security
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emerges as an assemblage of people, objects, and enacted ideas. Questions of
authority and power are most directly addressed by research in this
cluster. C. Stevens (2019) sets out to better understand the role of cyber secur-
ity companies by looking at Symantec’s analysis of Stuxnet and the publi-
cation of their reports in the public. Tanczer (2019) focuses on the
increasingly blurred boundaries between field of security professionals and
hackers, pointing to changes in the larger context of security and insecurity
that are reflected in the practices of these technical experts and in the con-
ception of them. Shires (2019) looks at how the cyber security industry por-
trays cyberspace as a terrain of persistent threat, systemic vulnerability, and
intelligence ambiguity, a classic “noir” narrative that results from systemic
economic deficiencies (distorted incentives for protection) and from systemic
political deficiencies (black markets for new exploits). By focusing on non-tra-
ditional actors and aspects of politics, this type of research is able to make
invisible aspects of cyber security visible.

Conclusion: Where is cyber security politics research headed?

Over the past decade, research in cyber security politics has seen the emer-
gence of a growing interdisciplinary body of work that is at the same time
theoretically informed, grounded in empirical observations, and policy-rel-
evant in many of its insights. We have ended our intellectual history by out-
lining three research clusters. In place of a summary of the past and present
evolution of cyber security as a security political issue, we want to look into a
possible future of research on cyber security politics in this concluding
section. We do this based on the same assumption discussed at the beginning
of this article: that the trajectory of both cyber security research and cyber
security policy will continue to be shaped by the interplay between technol-
ogy, politics, and science. The direction in which research and policy will
move will be co-constituted by technological possibilities, political choices,
and scientific practices. We end our intellectual history with a brief outlook
on likely developments in all three areas.

Digital technologies have politics, and technological possibilities and devel-
opments will require new governance mechanisms, while at the same time
being shaped by politics. First, the interconnectedness between ever more
complex socio-technical systems is bound to increase. Cyber security will
grow in importance as a topic as countries all around the world strive to
shape digital transformation processes that affect society, economy, and the
state alike. In the context of what has been called fourth industrial revolution,
the complexity of socio-technical systems will increase due the ubiquitous
digitalization and automation of technical processes that support a great
variety of socio-political institutions. As these technical system become
tighter coupled and integrate more aspects of society and economy, cyber
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security concerns will inevitably expand to more policy fields at both the
national and international level. These developments will create new
demands for technical and organizational research that needs to be better
integrated with approaches from the social and political science.

Second, cyberspace will become increasingly dependent on space-based
technologies and interlinked with newly emerging technologies in the fields
of quantum computing and artificial intelligence (AI). This will increase the
size of cyberspace. More importantly, as an enabling technology with
diverse applications in all areas of life, AI will link cyberspace to more
policy fields. AI will become an essential element of cyber security and will
have a profound impact on the speed, scale, duration, autonomy, and com-
plexity of cyber operations, for both offense and defense. These new technol-
ogies will be primarily developed by global technology firms and the private
sector. As a consequence, state actors will likely become more dependent
on technology firms and independent technology experts, further transform-
ing the relationship between public and private actors. The fact that there is
considerable uncertainty regarding the tempo and scope of these technologi-
cal developments creates new demands for research that maps, assesses,
models, and forecasts new technological possibilities. As social scientists, we
need to understand the increasingly salient political and social aspects that
will affect the patterns of cooperation and conflict in politics and society at
the national and international level.

Political choices at the national and international level have a technological
dimension. Politics will influence and govern technology development while
at the same time being pre-structured by technology. First, we can expect
that political and military actors will attempt to better understand the
(limited) strategic utility of cyber operations below the level of armed
conflict, in order to find the right balance between restraint and exploitation.
One key challenge in this context is how best to manage the transformation of
state intelligence services in the digital age and their growing dependence on
private intelligence firms. Another key challenge is linked to information
operations and propaganda that might be spread more targeted and effectively
via AI technologies and social media platforms. These political developments
raise important research questions that require interdisciplinary answers.

Second, public actors will uphold their efforts to control the risk of escala-
tion trough international cooperation. States cannot secure cyberspace on
their own, without taking into account market and social forces; yet no
stable cyber governance framework will emerge without greater convergence
on responsible behavior among great powers. As long as great powers disagree
about what represents responsible use of cyber operations in state inter-
actions, and for that matter what forms of espionage and interference in
the political process of other states through cyberspace are acceptable, little
top-down progress will materialize. Bottom-up progress, on the other hand,
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presupposes that the actors become more visible for each other in order to
successfully work together in a multi-stakeholder framework. Research can
shed light on invisible actors and analyze the interaction between market
dynamics and political dynamics in stabilizing cyberspace, it can evaluate if
the socio-technical institutions that secure cyberspace reflect the tools and
practices of public and private actors.

Third, the key governance challenge at the domestic political level is how to
overcome fragmentation of authority and accountability. Tighter coupling of
technical systems and their growing interconnectedness with socio-political
institutions creates growing demand for governance in networks, which in
turn means that governments increasingly share responsibility with actors
from business and society. The integration of policy into a coherent overall
framework involves difficult trade-offs between security and privacy and
creates horizontal and vertical coordination and cooperation problems
across government and at the intersections between state, economy, and
society. Research can evaluate how states can fine-tune their multidimen-
sional roles. How states decide to regulate their technology base is moreover
directly linked to how they anticipate this will influence their relative econ-
omic, political, and military power at the international level. Academics in
this context can study how different (democratic and authoritarian) political
systems balance regulation and market forces differently and what this means
for state access to the private technology sector, export control systems of
dual-use technologies, and screening mechanisms of foreign investment
into the strategically relevant technology base.

Scientific practice, as our third and final sphere of interest, will keep co-
evolving with the anticipated changes in the spheres of technology and poli-
tics. We started the article with the ascertainment that there is no “field” or
“subfield” of cyber security politics–and we conclude with a wish that this
remains true in the future. Research at the intersection of cybersecurity and
security politics in order to remain relevant to policy choices and cognizant
of technological possibilities needs to speak to a variety of other bodies of
research, free to choose interesting and pressing issue without disciplinary
constraints; it needs to co-opt some of the new data analytical tools offered
by AI, and it needs to flexibly overcome some of the institutional barriers
that slowed down its independent contribution to cyber security.

A first key challenge for cyber security politics research is conceptual and
linked to the integration of theoretical knowledge from different disciplines
and research traditions. Researchers need to better integrate concepts and
mechanisms from IR and security studies, IPE, and intelligence studies to
analyze the transformation of intelligence services and how this affects their
relationship with private cyber security and intelligence firms. They need to
better understand the interplay between (black) security markets and
(covert) security political dynamics if they want to explain the co-existence
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of strategic restraint and low-level subversion in cyberspace. Cyber security
politics research must pay more attention to economic aspects of the phenom-
ena at hand. Practice theory with its focus on technological possibilities and
socio-technical processes allows to integrate these different approaches at
the empirical level. STS offers a productive lens for understanding the
mutual interplay between the technical and the socio-political sphere and,
from an analytical point of view, to deal with the opaqueness of cyber oper-
ations. Such an approach is of critical importance in an attempt to shed
light on how the cyber security policy and practice of states, both at the
national and the international level, are facilitated or thwarted by the interests
and practices of actors that are not easily visible, in- and outside of
governments.

A second key challenge or indeed an opportunity for cyber security politics
research is linked to the fact that more data about cyber operations by many
different actors around the world and better tools to monitor and analyze this
data are becoming available. While there is room for theory development and
theory testing, we will likely enter an era of empirical work. In-depth qualitat-
ive studies on the role of invisible actors in state interactions linked to cyber
security can be combined with more data-driven approaches that evaluate
how new AI tools affect the cyber offense-defense balance. As state actors
begin to integrate these tools in their border guards, police corps, armies
and disaster response structures, important social and political questions
will arise linked to privacy, bias, and control. Conversely, governments and
societies will need to discuss how much of this new data should be made pub-
licly available and what this means for data protection and privacy. From a
research point of view, these developments call for more interdisciplinary
research at the intersection of computer science, mathematics, economics,
and political science.

A third key challenge for cyber security politics research is linked to over-
coming the institutional barriers that slow down its independent contribution
to cyber security and cyber security politics. Universities can help the public
actors at the national and international level to catch up in their technology
competence, while educating the next generation of experts for society and
industry. Academia can contribute to the study of cyber conflict and
through its independent and peer-reviewed knowledge broaden the knowl-
edge base for some of the difficult policy choices discussed above. Science
can collaborate with the private and public actors in the development of evi-
dentiary standards and norms that will underpin the future resilience of socio-
technical systems, and in the negotiation and establishment of new norms and
institutions that should govern the use and misuse of these systems. Yet in
order to free its full potential, universities must overcome the institutional
barriers that slow down interdisciplinary and more so transdisciplinary
research intersection of science, technology, while building a network of
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institutions and programs that together can considerably expand the body of
public knowledge surrounding these societally and politically relevant
questions.

Notes

1. This claim is based on our previous knowledge of cyber security politics in
(Western) democratic states that make such divisions possible. However,
even in the absence of a clear division between state, society, and private
sector, or in the absence of a political voice of one or two of these actor
groups, we believe that our basic assumptions should hold more or less true.

2. “Science” understood as a collective term for “academic work,” “intellectual
labor,” or “knowledge production,” not only “natural sciences.”
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